
Task Force Action on Imagine Austin, February 21
Endorsed 21-3 with the following:

Changes to draft Staff edit

Add "bikeable" to LUT Action 1 GC

Dove Springs case study

- rewrite to soften

- remove identifiers

- check preceding section to set the context 

GC

Better definition of "compact community" [NOTE: Work in progress with Evan Taniguchi] MW

Include definition of "creative community" MW

Improve graphic describing the relationship between IA and small area plans. WRT

Include tracking CIP and spending geographically to "Invest in a compact and connected city" 

program

GC

Revise ECO 6 for clarity and connection to local business PD

p. 5-10: Include "non-profits" in short term bullets 2 and 3 GC

Double check for instances of "creative class" to remove GC

Priority program: Revise to household affordability (away from housing affordability) GC

Include "Activity Corridors" in the county ETJ along bond election roads MD

Map 2.7: Include SH-130 WRT

Correct open space layer GC/PF

Include caption describing the composite FLUM (from neighborhood plans, not IA) GC

Include language specifying a non-degradation policy of Barton Springs in the Water Resources 

program [NEW TEXT: Short-term: Enact a new watershed protection ordinance to streamline 

and expand protection of headwaters, to promote low-impact stormwater management 

strategies, and to reduce capital expenditures required to mitigate water quality problems, 

erosion, and flooding.

Ongoing: Maintain a non-degradation policy for the Barton Springs Zone.]

GC/WPD

Specify that distances in indicators and metrics apply to the center of each parcel not to the 

edge

GC

Glossary definition of "cost burdened households": include transportation and utilities MW

Water resources program: change low-income to low-water-use GC

5-32: Rephrase to make it clear that neighborhood plan amendments go through the 

neighborhood plan amendment process [NEW TEXT: Changes to neighborhood plans will be 

considered by the City Council through the neighborhood plan amendment process. Changes 

to other small area or master plans will be addressed through a public amendment process by 

the City Council. Changes to Imagine Austin should be addressed through the annual review.]

GC

5a-31: Replace mention of two UT colleges with general "colleges and universities" GC



Continue to work on (PC/after adoption)

Calibration of complete communities throughout the city

Develop positive examples of complete communities in Austin

Priority programs should be revisited; include measurement tools

Neighborhood centers on west side should be revisited with recommendation of purchase be 

conditional with open space

Continue to work on LUT X toward plainer language

Work with Watershed Protection to identify better areas to manage density at 620/2222 and 

MoPac/William Cannon

Continue to work on Water Resources program (step 5)


